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Electronics — Some Possibilities and Limitations 
B Y VIRGIL F . B L A N K 
PARTNER, SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE 
Presented at the Twelfth Naval District Electronic Data Proc-
essing Systems Conference, Alameda, California — March 1956 
INTRODUCTION 
"The potential for application of automatic data-processing tech-
niques in Defense is both tremendous and immediate. Virtually every 
known business or industrial application has its counterpart in Defense 
(usually magnified many times)". These are quotations from a report 
by the Advisory Committee on Electronic Computers for Defense Bus-
iness. Just what do these statements mean to your department, the 
Navy? 
It seems that two points are raised here. First, we must be-
come informed and convinced as to why there is a tremendous and im-
mediate potential for electronic data processing; and second, we must 
become better acquainted with the Navy's business problems in order 
to determine whether or not they can be solved on these remarkable 
machines. 
Perhaps the only way to become informed and convinced of the 
possibilities inherent in electronics is to step down from Cloud 9 and 
look closely and critically at the machine systems and their hardware. 
That is the fundamental reason for this conference — namely, to ac-
quaint you with electronic data processing so that you can realize the 
significance of this development. It is entirely possible that your in-
dividual problem — seemingly insurmountable hitherto — is subject to 
solution by this new technique. That is what is especially important 
about this conference. It is an opportunity to expose your thinking 
mechanisms to an unexplored wilderness of potential uses for the most 
powerful processing system yet devised for business applications. 
UNIQUE CHARACTER OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
What do electronic systems offer that is unique? Is it some new 
concept in office-machine construction with wholly new characteristics? 
Is it the novelty of magnetic-tape files? Is it the high level of auto-
mation using the minimum of human supervision for performance of 
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clerical tasks? Is it the low processing cost per transaction? Or, is 
it just the magic of the word "electronics"? 
Let us look for some of the answers to those questions. 
Mechanical Characteristics 
As we examine the mechanical characteristics of this equipment 
we discover speed, flexibility, and reliability. 
Speed: 
Electronic-processing systems handle data faster than any other 
device of which we have knowledge. It has been said that one of the 
older model electronic data processors can accomplish a volume of 
computing equal to that performed by 12,000 people operating desk cal-
culators. At one company 1,800 man-hours of clerical work had been 
reduced to 100 man-hours by maximum use of punched-card machines. 
This same work has recently been reduced to 12 man-hours by placing 
it on a medium-sized electronic data-processing machine. At Pan-
American Airways where a large-scale computer has just been in -
stalled, 750 machine-hours on one accounting procedure will be reduced 
to just 15 hours on their electronic equipment. 
To illustrate the internal speed of these machines, we can look at 
some specific equipment, such as the IBM 705, and examine its speed 
of performing addition. This processor has the ability to add 8,400 
five-digit numbers each second. 
Speed, therefore, is the crux of the matter. The speed of pre-
vious mechanical systems was tied to the movement of mechanical 
parts, straining against friction and inertia. Electronic speed — the 
flow of information through electronic devices — is many thousands of 
times faster. 
A high-speed computing device would not make much sense if 
there were not some way to enter the information at extremely high 
speed. Furthermore, the information would be bound within the equip-
ment if means were not provided to drain off the completed output at 
similar high speeds. 
Information in the form of coded pulses on a magnetic tape may 
be read into the system or written out of the system at speeds up to 
56,000 characters each second. Printers of entirely new design can 
prepare acres of reports a day, printed at the rate of 2,000 characters 
a second. We might pause to contrast this with 3 characters a second 
produced by Mary Smith, our human typist. 
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Flexibility: 
Although magnetic tape offers the characteristic of high-speed 
input and output, much of the available equipment is not limited to the 
use of this tape. These machines are flexible with respect to accept-
ance of a variety of types of input and output. In addition to magnetic 
tape, input might be entered manually from keyboards similar to those 
on conventional adding machines; it might be entered by electric type-
writer, or by the familiar punched card; or it could be entered by paper 
tape, either printed or perforated. There is a similar flexibility in out-
put since this might be in the form of paper tape or magnetic tape; it 
might be punched cards; it could be on an electric typewriter, a line 
printer (such as a tabulating machine), or even on an electronic page-
printer. 
Accuracy: 
Perhaps the most significant characteristic desired in business-
data processing is freedom of the machines' output from error. We are 
especially concerned here with machine reliability because these pro-
cessors do so much without human intervention. It is an impressive 
fact that some of the older model computers have operated for over five 
years without any error undetected by the machines themselves. 
Reliability: 
Some interesting statistics have been gathered at M . I. T. on 
electronic-machine reliability. Their experience over a five-year test 
period indicated a rate of unscheduled failure of any one electronic tube 
of once in every four centuries. Unscheduled stops during 10,000 hours 
of operation occurred only about once in every two and one-half weeks 
on the average. In practice these operational records are even better 
as a result of scheduled equipment tests under a strict preventive-
maintenance program. 
It would be well to examine also the record for reliability of the 
magnetic tape itself, since this medium is the heart of the electronic 
system. Under laboratory tests, recording errors on the tape were de-
tected by the equipment at a frequency of about one error per 500 mi l -
lion characters. Of these errors, 97 percent were eliminated by re-
reading the tape. In more understandable terms, this is the equivalent 
of less than three errors per year of one-shift operation on a large-
scale computer. 
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The number of manufacturing defects in the tape has been re-
duced to the point where at least one machine manufacturer guarantees 
that the tape delivered to its customers is completely flawless. 
An additional reason for such a remarkable record of reliability 
is the extent to which the machines provide for self-checking. This is 
accomplished in some equipment by duplicate checking circuits or by 
special built-in checking devices. Where these are not provided, satis-
factory checking may be accomplished by programming tests into the 
processing routines. 
It appears that the manufacturers have given us in this equipment 
the most reliable method of machine calculation yet devised by man. 
These, then, are the unique mechanical characteristics of the 
electronic system: speed beyond anything possible of attainment in any 
previous office equipment, flexibility which permits a wide variety of 
input and output forms, and reliability of a higher scale than we have 
ever dared hope to achieve. 
Resulting Advantages 
Record Storage System: 
The magnetic tape is unique as a record-storage medium. Just 
as accounting records changed in appearance through use of card-type 
ledger pages with mechanical bookkeeping machines, or the use of 
punched cards with tabulating equipment, so does the electronic system 
bring forth a new record form. This is the magnetic tape. There is 
actually nothing unusual about the tape used in computers. It is the 
same tape on which sound has been recorded and stored in a manner 
familiar to most everyone. Now, instead of recording music on the tape 
in the form of a fluctuating magnetic field, tiny magnetic areas are 
placed on the tape in coded form which the electronic equipment can 
read as pulses. Magnetic tape has proven to be highly reliable. It pro-
vides great storage capacity, as well as high-speed readability. As 
many as 1,200 characters can be packed in a linear inch of tape and as 
mentioned before, these characters can be read by the tape-reader at 
speeds up to 56,000 characters a second. 
The use of tape as a record-storage medium can result in sub-
stantial reduction in filing-space requirements. One reel of tape three-
inches wide and ten-inches in diameter can contain information equiva-
lent to that contained on as many as 425,000 punched cards. Business 
management has stopped to listen to the voices in the electronic wilder-
ness and it is no wonder. Here we seem to have the solution to one of 
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the most perplexing problems of modern record-keeping — inadequate 
storage space for our current paperwork. 
Automation: 
The principal feature of electronic data processors which appeals 
to those who are seeking the optimum in mechanized accounting is the 
ability of the system to function with a minimum of human supervision. 
In this equipment is found the highest level of automation for all of the 
record-keeping functions. Its unique characteristic in this respect is 
the ability to store within its electronic memory the instructions that 
it will follow automatically in processing information. It provides for 
the transmission of data from step to step without human assistance. 
Cost Reduction: 
When the abilities of this equipment are used properly, it appears 
that it is capable of working at a lower cost per transaction than any 
person or any other type of machine. It has been stated that this elec-
tronic wizard can do one person's annual work for a wage of $15. In 
one recent study, where the present cost of a highly mechanized (but 
non-electronic) payroll system amounted to $1.20 per check, it was es-
timated that under an electronic system the machine plus human cost 
would be 21-1/2 cents per check, or a cost reduction of almost one 
dollar for each payroll check issued. In all instances where present 
costs of an application have been compared with those estimated for a 
large electronic system, the estimated cost reductions have sounded 
almost unrealistic. It is of interest to note that estimates of time for 
recovery of the cost of a large computer system have varied from a 
period of two years to a period of about five years. 
It appears, then, that these new electronic data processors do 
have something unique to offer in the field of business accounting. This 
is something beyond the magic of the word "electronics". It is a tangi-
ble new method which challenges the military departments just as it 
has challenged private industry and finance. 
Supervisory-Control Feature: 
Let us examine briefly the nature of this equipment which has 
introduced a new concept of mechanization. 
Any of the individual components of an electronic data-processing 
system could have been developed for use in conjunction with key-driven 
accounting machines or punched-card systems. It just happened, that, 
in the original development of electronic machines, electronic engi-
neers were attempting to solve a problem involving the processing of 
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strictly mathematical data. Accordingly, they directed their efforts to-
ward the invention of a machine which would use electric pulses oper-
ating within electronic circuits to perform the conventional arithmetical 
functions. Also they built into the circuits the ability to make compari-
sons of two quantities and to choose a particular operating path as a 
result of an amount compared being equal to, greater than, or less than 
the other amount. This capacity for making comparisons has been 
termed the logical ability of the computer. The development of the 
central electronic arithmetical and logical unit with its fantastic pro-
cessing speeds satisfied the scientist and the mathematician. It has 
taken a longer period of time, however, to develop the proper equipment 
for handling the demands of business data processing. 
Among all of the components of electronic data-processing ma-
chines, there is only one which appears to be entirely different from 
other conventional equipment developed in the past. We can understand 
a machine that calculates; we can understand a machine that reads pre-
pared data; we can understand automatic print-outfrom processed data; 
but the concept of a complex, but flexible, stored program of operations 
is new. It is this which seems to be the new horizon. It is this which 
challenges the imagination in the promise of potential usefulness. It is 
this which imparts to the machine an almost perfect equivalent to hu-
man supervisory control. 
The principle of the stored program is basically simple. It in-
volves recording precise instructions in a specified section of the sys-
tem where they wil l be available in any desired sequence to meet the 
contingencies of the particular application. This is analogous to some 
extent to the detailed instructions a father might give his son the first 
time he sends him to the super market. The only difference might be 
that the machine will do exactly as it is told. 
TYPES OF EQUIPMENT 
It might simplify your analysis of this type of equipment if you 
think of the same various electronic components being arranged and 
connected in different combinations to create two general classes of 
equipment. One is the special-purpose machine system performing 
relatively few tasks and the other is the general-purpose machine sys-
tem capable of being programmed to accomplish an unlimited number 
of tasks. 
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Special Purpose 
The special-purpose computers now in operation employ as their 
principal machine element a cylindrical-drum device, the surface of 
which is capable of storing information in the form of coded bits of 
magnetism. Access to the information stored on the drum is provided 
through interconnected key-driven recorders or similar mechanisms. 
Examples of this type of equipment are the Magnefile used by B. Alt-
man Company department store, Magnetronic Reservisor used by air-
line ticket offices, and ERMA, recently announced bank-accounting sys-
tem developed by Stanford Research Institute. These are comparatively 
simple electronic machines designed to earn their way in the business 
world. 
General Purpose 
Beyond these limited applications, general-purpose machines 
are required to perform the more involved business data-processing 
operations. These general-purpose machines are usually composed of 
a group of individual pieces of equipment forming a data-processing 
system. Within this system, raw data may be fed in at one end and 
completed reports drawn off at the opposite end. There is presently a 
wide variety of equipment designed for input, central processing, and 
output components. 
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
Four companies offer for use large-scale data-processing sys-
tems designed for general business applications. Two of these, and at 
least six other companies offer smaller electronic systems for lower-
demand business use. Producers of large-scale equipment are Data-
matic Corporation, International Business Machines Corporation, Radio 
Corporation of America, and Sperry-Rand Corporation, with their Ray-
com, Type 705, Bizmac, and Univac, respectively. The rental of these 
machines ranges from $15,000 to $30,000, or more, a month. The pur-
chase-cost of a single machine is in the neighborhood of one and one-
quarter million dollars. Some custom-built systems have been pur-
chased for more. The United States Army recently purchased a Biz-
mac for $4,000,000 and the Atomic Energy Commission's LARC is 
priced at $2,895,000. 
The smaller general-purpose machines are being manufactured 
by companies which have had long experience in the office-machine 
business. Some of these are Underwood Corporation with their Elecom 
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125, National Cash Register Company with their NCR 303, Monroe Cal -
culating Machine Company with their Monrobot MU, Marchant Calcula-
tors, Inc. with their Miniac, and Electrodata Corporation with their 
Datatron. IBM also has their Type 650 machine and Sperry Rand has 
their Univac File-Computer in this smaller-scale machine classifica-
tion. Rentals of most of these machines range from $3,000 to $12,000 
a month and their purchase-cost from $200,000 to over $300,000 for a 
workable combination of equipment. 
Although all of these machines have certain basic similarities, 
each is characterized by some particular attribute. Such attribute may 
be the capacity to accept a large variety of input-mediums, high-speed 
internal transmission of data, provision for multiple internal-storage 
areas to facilitate data handling, or facilities for rapid access to stored 
data. Because of the many possible combinations of capacities, speeds, 
and peripheral equipment, it is necessary to use a high level of judg-
ment in the selection of proper equipment for a particular installation. 
There is currently a strong feeling among machine manufacturers 
that the time and cost of translating source documents into machine-
language will lead to systems designed to originate a tape recording at 
the time of the origin of the source document. This method also pro-
vides for the production of a tape recording at the point of occurrence 
of a transaction and the elimination of some familiar types of source 
documents. Many auxiliary machines designed for this system are now 
offered for sale by the equipment companies. Still in the formula and 
laboratory stage are document readers which wil l automatically trans-
late written data into machine-language. 
CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
How are electronic data-processing systems being used today? 
We know that the initial uses were in government so let us first look 
at their installations. 
In Government 
The Bureau of the Census was the pioneer in electronic data pro-
cessing. It ordered and is now using the first UNIVAC. A second Uni-
vac has been added to their system to handle agricultural and business 
census. The Bureau of the Census is now pioneering a new electronic 
device, named FOSDIC (Film Optical Sensing Device for Input to Com-
puters). This is a high-speed reading device for translating into com-
puter-language pencil marks on microfilms of documents. 
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The Army Quartermaster Corps is using their SEAC computer 
for the solution of bid-evaluation problems in connection with matériel-
procurement By use of linear-programming techniques their computer 
has achieved tremendous savings in time and money. For example, on 
a problem that would have required 1,000 man-hours of labor costing 
approximately $2,500 if computed manually, the machine could have 
tried all combinations in about 40 minutes at a cost of $80 or less. 
The Veterans Administration has been using the computer at 
David Taylor Model Basin on some actuarial studies. On a job esti-
mated to take 25,000 man-hours to perform at a cost of about $200,000, 
the computer did the job in 104 machine-hours, after some 1,339 hours 
had been spent in preparation. The actual cost was about $15,000. 
At Navy Aviation Supply Office, using IBM's 701 and 702 compu-
ters, automatic techniques are in use for inventory control and supply 
problems. Here, the Program Usage Replenishment System technique 
was developed to attain a realistic balance between inventory levels and 
projected requirements. Extension of this technique would have been 
virtually impossible without electronic help. 
The A i r Materiel Command, with problems similar to Navy's 
ASO, is also using electronic systems for logistics management. Their 
Type 702 system is being used for inventory control, property records, 
buyer guides, and payroll. 
The Department of Employment, State of California, is using a 
Type 702 computer system to maintain records of wage statistics, to 
do most of the major accounting work, and to write the necessary doc-
uments of the office. Claims are processed and, it is said, the machine 
is used even for fraud detection. A Department spokesman estimates 
the machine wil l do the work of 135 persons and will save from $20,000 
to $80,000 a month. 
The Office of A i r Comptroller uses electronic data-processing 
equipment on many applications similar to commercial work, such as 
budget and supply problems. 
The Army Map Service, the Atomic Energy Commission, Naval 
Ordinance Laboratory, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
at least three Army A i r Force bases — all are users of electronic 
data-processing systems. 
One of the largest electronic systems — a $4,000,000 BIZMAC 
installation — is being made at this time for the Army. This system 
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has been designed for standard business operations. It will be used for 
electronic stock-control of replacement parts for military combat and 
transport vehicles. 
These are some of the users of electronic data-processing sys-
tems in the government; they are good examples of what can be done 
in your field. 
In Industry 
Now let us look briefly at private commercial applications which 
may have applications with a counterpart in government. 
Monsanto Chemical Company is very happy about its big compu-
ter which is turning out monthly financial statements in two hours con-
trasted with 302 hours of human labor formerly required. 
Lockheed Aircraft uses an electronic-computer system for pro-
duction control and job scheduling. The computer figures how fast an 
airplane will move along the assembly line, and at the same time takes 
into account the effect of daily engineering changes on such movement. 
General Electric uses electronic data processors at its Louis-
ville and Schenectady plants and also at the Hanford, Washington site 
of its Atomic Energy Project. The computer at the Hanford Works op-
erates on a two-shift basis, turning out the 9,000-man payroll and ac-
counting for more than 250,000 secret documents. In two hours it can 
be determined just what documents are charged to each worker, where-
as such a check formerly took close to three weeks. 
Chrysler Corporation, United States Steel Corporation, Westing-
house Electric Corporation, Sylvania Electric Products are using elec-
tronic data-processing systems principally for computing their tremen-
dous payrolls and for controlling their large inventories. Of course, 
they are taking advantage of the system to supply by-product reports 
for cost and sales analysis, billing, accounts receivable, and, in some 
instances, production scheduling. 
Insurance companies, banks, railroads, airlines — practically 
every industry classification has some representatives now using elec-
tronic data-processing systems. 
FUTURE POTENTIALS 
What does this mean? I believe that this indicates that we are 
now on the threshold of a new era — an era in which we shall see an 
even more rapid development of mechanical techniques for relieving 
our data-processing workload. 
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Automatic Office 
How far can electronics go in the creation of an automatic office? 
We have witnessed the creation of a relatively simple device such as a 
completely automatic elevator, electronically controlled. Large por-
tions of some factories have been made automatic through the use of 
electronic controls. We now have partial office automation by use of 
electronic data-processing machines, and we also have integrated data 
processing by use of common-language tape links between machines. It 
has already been proposed that automatic accounting is the first goaL 
This would be bookless-bookkeeping in the true sense where intermedi-
ate paperwork would be eliminated and instantaneous access could be 
had to constantly changing business data. A l l decisions would be pro-
grammed into the system and reports would be available on a periodic 
basis or on demand. 
The automatic message-accounting of the Bell System by Western 
Electric is a forerunner of this concept. There is already available 
equipment for the complete automation of department stores. Some of 
the public utilities have plans to perform more than 80% of their ac-
counting automatically. Proposals are under study currently for an 
automatic system to accommodate substantially all operations of a sav-
ings bank. A similar proposal has been made for the creation of an 
automatic stock exchange so as to eliminate the tremendous manual 
effort in this operation. 
Method Changes 
The greatest change in business accounting will be in the methods 
of doing things. While we are changing our methods to accommodate 
this new equipment, engineers wil l be changing the equipment to meet 
our demands. They will develop a more automatic reading method such 
as photo-electric scanning of written documents. They will develop 
larger storage capacities capable of rapid interrogation. Internal hard-
ware will be miniaturized so as to permit construction of smaller units. 
Control systems wil l be made more automatic so as to simplify ma-
chine programming. Better means will be provided for sorting tape-
stored data. We are truly only on the threshold of immense development. 
FUTURE LIMITATIONS -
CAUSES AND EFFECTS 
In order to make a proper critical analysis of these electronic 
systems it is necessary to give consideration to the known limitations 
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inherent in the methods or the equipment. We are presently at some 
disadvantage inasmuch as the field of past experience in business ap-
plications of electronics has been restricted to such a brief period. 
However, there has been sufficient exposure to the problem in its pio-
neering stages to pin-point some areas of limitation. 
System Revision 
There is no doubt but that the first staggering limitation faced 
by all prospective users of this equipment is the magnitude of the sys-
tem-revision job. This limitation has many facets. Probably the most 
formidable is inertia. Never before has there been the requirement for 
such a complete change of methods in such a wide area as is implicit 
in the electronic approach to data processing. It is likely that this is 
no easier to face in the Navy than it is on the outside. There always 
seems to be a natural resistance to change. Departmental barriers 
may disappear and supervisors of long service may find their depart-
ments eliminated in their entirety. There are almost always many 
masses of resistance, some of them of a political nature, which must 
be ignored for the common good of the organization. 
Personnel Problems 
If this equipment results in displacement of many persons, which 
is possible if a large installation is planned, a twofold program should 
be considered. One part would be to establish, if possible, a policy that 
no competent civilian personnel wil l be dismissed; and the other part 
would be to disseminate this policy early enough to allay fears and to 
avoid adverse effects on employee morale. Some prospective users 
have made a study of employee turnover, attrition, and retirement 
rates and have ascertained that transfers, retraining, and a lower new-
hiring rate will completely solve this problem. 
Another facet of this same limitation is the need for the abilities 
of trained systems-personnel. Since the installation of an electronic 
system must be preceded by a thorough review of the existing method 
of accomplishing the proposed application, a well-trained systems 
group must devote full time to this project. Where the organization al-
ready has a permanent methods-and-procedures group, this limitation 
may not be a serious one. Where it does not have a systems staff, the 
lack of experienced personnel will present a roadblock to development 
until a selection-and-training program has been completed. 
The problem of finding highly-trained computer-people is al-
ready bothering some of the big prospective users. Dr. Grosch, head 
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of General Electric's computer activity at their Evandale plant says, 
"For each of the next five years the need for people to operate com-
puters will double each year, which would mean over 3-million needed 
five years hence. We won't be able to train that many, so the worker-
shortage wil l be greater then than it is now". 
Problem of System Integration 
Still another facet of the limitation involved in an extensive sys-
tems change pertains to the interrelation of all departments of a mi l -
itary unit. Any change within the organization sets off a chain-reaction 
which is often complex enough to require a considerable period of study 
by the methods analyst before a complete solution can be found. These 
limitations often restrict the extent of system integration. 
Problems of Design 
Good electronic systems are sti l l very difficult to design. Our 
storehouse of knowledge in this respect is stil l meager. There is a 
strong tendency in contemporary designs merely to replace present 
mechanization with this new form of machine — to go from punched 
cards to magnetic tape on the same old system. Still there have been a 
few courageous enterprises, such as Pacific Mutual Life Insurance 
Company in Los Angeles, where true electronic systems are being em-
ployed. These systems have been designed around the strong charac-
teristics of electronic equipment. This approach is most difficult but 
will achieve a better utilization of the electronic method than the "copy-
cat" approach. 
One of the most challenging problems in this new system design 
is to include in it the same measure of control over the data in process 
as was present in the manual or partially mechanized system. Where 
there is no visible record of happenings within the computer hardware, 
it is necessary to provide for print-outs of control-data at various 
stages of processing. 
There are no longer twenty copies of every intermediate record. 
As a matter of fact, this record may always be stored on a magnetic 
tape and never be available for study except at interrupted points as 
planned in the processing time. 
Problems of Logistics 
The capabilities of electronic machines which permit all data 
processing to be accomplished within the confines of one department 
lead to a consideration of the hazards of this procedure. Where re-
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liance is placed on one piece of equipment for performance of all prin-
cipal recording functions, safeguards must be provided to insure con-
tinuous operation of the record-keeping system. For some time into 
the future, the electronic data processors wil l be rather widely dis-
tributed throughout the country so that availability of alternate emer-
gency facilities may be limited to a few areas. This places a heavy 
responsibility on the machine manufacturers to provide skilled main-
tenance personnel and complete, readily accessible stocks of repair 
parts. The tolerance for unscheduled machine down-time will be quite 
limited. A l l of this may add up to a reason for the coordination of the 
electronic data-processing studies of this Naval District. If compatible 
equipment were adopted throughout the District, the risk of disruption 
of recording would be reduced to a minimum. 
Another means of alleviating the hazard of work-flow interruption 
is to utilize multiple small-scale machines instead of a single unit of a 
large-scale system. This would permit work-continuity during break-
down of one of the system components and, in some instances, might 
permit the more expeditious handling of a variety of jobs. The princi-
pal disadvantages of this approach are the requirement for more tech-
nical personnel to tend the machines, and the comparatively slower 
speed of the smaller equipment. 
The principle of centralized data processing carries with it the 
additional hazard of having all records of the business enterprises in 
one place. Threat of damage or destruction of vital records by fire, 
flood, or act-of-war might make this procedure quite unattractive. 
Record-sabotage could be sudden and complete. These hazards may 
be reduced substantially by a program for retention of duplicate re-
cords at separate locations away from the data-processing area. 
Problem of Personnel Training and Replacement 
Reliance must be placed on relatively few operating personnel for 
each machine unit. In addition to the problems of internal control cre-
ated by this situation, there are problems of establishing working-
teams and training programs for team replacements. Initially, the op-
erating-team wil l lack experience in the use and application of the 
equipment. It may be many years before we have an adequate number 
of electronic system-people with the ability to use the potentials of this 
equipment. When a point of time is reached where so few key-persons 
have acquired a concentration of highly technical training and system -
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knowledge, there will be an intensified problem of finding replacements 
for these persons should the occasion arise. 
Adaptation to Special or One-Time Jobs 
While these problems of system-design, selection of equipment, 
and personnel training are difficult ones, we are finding the answers. 
However, there are other limitations related to the electronic system 
itself and to the machines comprising the system. These limitations 
must await solution for the most part by the engineers employed by the 
machine manufacturers. As it is presently constituted, this electronic 
system is not adaptable to one-time jobs or special reports required 
within a short period of time. The amount of work necessary to analyze 
a one-time report and program it for the electronic system is usually 
so excessive as compared with the value of the results that it is not an 
economical procedure. As a general rule, the electronic system is 
adaptable only to those situations where the preparatory time will be 
absorbed in repetitive applications, or where the cost of preparing the 
report in this manner is less than by any other method. Presently, 
there are being developed certain techniques which permit the com-
puter itself to do certain clerical tasks in connection with the coding of 
jobs for future processing in the electronic system. This automatic 
programming may be the means by which there will result wider use of 
the electronic equipment in departments where there are a great many 
good small applications rather than one large application for mechani-
zation. 
Problem of Storage Capacity 
Probably one of the most serious shortcomings of even the larg-
est electronic systems is lack of sufficient storage capacity within the 
equipment in which any stored record would be readily accessible. At 
the present time, it is possible to accommodate sufficient tape reels on 
the large data processors to store the equivalent of up to 30-million 
punched cards. However, the average time to get at one of these re-
cords would be in the neighborhood of three minutes — which is too long 
in this new electronic world. Lower capacity storage is available in 
the form of revolving magnetic drums where data is accessible in about 
8-milli-seconds — that is eight one-thousandths of a second; but this 
storage capacity is limited to the equivalent of approximately 20,000 
punched cards in the big systems. This is insufficient for most large-
volume jobs. Ironically, the lowest capacity storage medium within the 
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computer has the fastest access time. These are the magnetic-core 
type of storage areas where access time is practically instantaneous. 
Problem of Housing 
Computer engineers are still giving us equipment requiring a 
tremendous amount of specially designed housing and auxiliary pro-
tection. The machines are large and heavy. It is customary to build 
special flooring in order to provide raceways for interconnecting cables 
and power-supply wiring. A i r conditioning is a major consideration be-
cause of the critical operating temperature-range of the electronic 
components and the restrictive humidity-range of the magnetic tape. 
Fire protection is an important problem since conventional sprinkler 
systems are not advisable because of possible water-damage to the 
equipment, supplies, and stored records. The electric power require-
ments are such that entirely new electric service to the computer 
building is usually necessary. Some of the input and output equipment 
is noisy whereas for operating comfort, proper acoustical treatment 
of the machine-area is important. 
Obsolescence vs. New Improvements 
These are some of the many limitations in the hardware of the 
machines. Already steps are being taken in the laboratories to elim-
inate some of these limitations. Machine components are being minia-
turized through the development of transistors, printed circuits, auto-
matic soldering, and automatic assembly. New forms of storage de-
vices are now announced with tremendous capacities packed in a small 
space. 
As a matter of fact, the developments in the field of electronic 
data-processing machines have been so rapid that it has become a 
major engineering consideration as to just when a new design should be 
frozen and put into commercial production. It has been true that before 
a newly announced machine has reached its first user, it has become 
obsolete. Although this fear of obsolescence has been a limiting factor 
in the acceptance of equipment by many prospective users, the signi-
ficance of this factor is not too great. New devices are usually com-
patible with old equipment and can be attached to it to up-date the sys-
tem. The competition which prevails in the production of computers 
promises to result in a continuous flow of improved models almost as 
consistent as that in the automotive field. 
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CONCLUSION 
While there is every reason to believe that there will be continued 
development and evolution of electronic machines and ideas, it would 
appear that the machines are presently developed beyond our current 
thinking or experience with regard to making maximum use of their 
potentials. This, then, is the real challenge to all of us. The electronic 
machines are more versatile than anything heretofore offered for office 
use. Just as industrial mechanization led to achievements far beyond 
anything man dreamed of before he had power, tools, and instruments, 
so will mechanized accounting develop methods of data processing l im-
ited only by man's powers of creative imagination. In the present era, 
there exists a great potential for tremendous change in the methods of 
recording and processing business data so as to produce both account-
ing and management reports with less human effort. 
The Navy has never been known to lack creative imagination. It 
seems inevitable therefore that Navy leadership in business electronics 
will result from your inauguration of a positive approach in this rapidly 
developing field. 
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